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BACKGROUND
Lithium-ion batteries are ubiquitous and their applications continue to grow. All of these batteries use binders to hold the electrode components together and retain contact with the active material hosting lithium ions. Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) is the most popular binder despite its negative environmental impact, and its performance capabilities leave much room for improvement. Environmental concerns are encouraging a departure from widely used nickel/cobalt-containing lithium-ion batteries (NMC/NCA), replacing the active material with lithium iron phosphate (LFP). Cost and environmental benefits aside, LFP batteries suffer from poor electronic conductivity and rate performance which currently limits them from replacing NMC/NCA lithium-ion batteries in high-power applications such as electric vehicles. A solution that would enhance the performance of both of these battery types could disrupt a $45 Billion industry and set it on a more sustainable trajectory.

DESCRIPTION
Researchers at the University of California, Santa Barbara have developed a novel battery binder for Lithium Ion and Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries that dramatically improves their rate capability, cycle stability and lowers kinetic overpotential. The most popular conventional binder, PVDF, serves only to hold the electrode components together and is an insulator that prevents electron and ion transport. The key feature of this technology is the complex of two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes which, in addition to binding the key battery components together, also facilitates conductivity. While other multifunctional binders have emerged, they are incompatible with the industry-standard slurry casting process of fabricating electrodes and they require a non-conventional electrolyte. Furthermore, they require a tradeoff between ionic and electronic conductivity. This invention enables both electronic and ionic charge transport, does not dissolve in most battery electrolytes, and enhances battery performance enough to realize more sustainable next-gen technologies such as LFP batteries.

ADVANTAGES
▶ Multifunctional: maintains contact between electrode components and facilitates enhanced conductivity
▶ Enhanced rate capability, cycle stability, and lower kinetic overpotential
▶ Compatible with commonly-used slurry casting technique for fabricating electrodes
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